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Why do we gossip?
Psychological functions of gossip
• Networking – comparing yourself with others
and learning about other people’s behaviour
•
•

Influence – self-promotion
Alliances – to bond
with others and
sometimes as a tool
to isolate those who
are not supporting
the group

The downside of gossip

“Casual or unconstrained conversation or
reports about other people, typically
involving details which are not confirmed
as true”
- Idle talk, hearsay, tales
- Malicious gossip, whispering
campaign, smear campaign

Why do we gossip?
Physiological response
Gossiping boosts levels of positive
hormones like serotonin, reducing
stress and anxiety

Gossiping and social media

Gossip …
• Excludes

• Ruins reputations
• Pulls rank
• Is morally questionable

We think we
are still
hanging over
the garden
fence

• Creates herd mentality
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Gossiping and social media
• We direct posts on social media to
individuals or a couple of people rather
than to the wider network.
• Interpersonal conflicts are played out as
online ‘drama’.
• It is easy to get involved in other people’s
dramas.

Social media ethics

When does online meanness
become bullying?
Cyberbullying is …
• When someone uses technology, like
the internet of a mobile phone to
deliberately hurt, humiliate, harass,
intimidate or threaten someone else.
• It is done on purpose and is a repeated
action.

School Acceptable Use Agreements

The rules might be different and the
consequences might be different, but …
Behaving responsibly and respectfully is
just as important in the digital world as
in the real world

The Cybersmile
Foundation
www.cybersmile.org
Education
Awareness
Support

Cybersmile Foundation
Advice to prevent cyberbullying
Think before you send – arguments often start with a
misunderstanding. Once you press ‘Send’ you lose all
control and ownership
Protect yourself – learn about online safety and how
to report and block people on the sites you are using.
Never give out personal/private information
Say no to peer pressure – avoid passing on messages
you are asked to send around, especially if they
contain abusive/cruel content
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